Minutes
GCESG: Energy Committee Meeting
May 13th, 2020 4:30 pm - 5:30 pm


Members of Public:

2. Meeting Minutes:
   1. COAGC update: Relief measures
      a. Allow electronic signatures
      b. Delay some sampling of soil and water timelines
         i. Groundwater testing can be delayed and deferred on case by case basis
      c. Delay timeline on closed well paperwork
      d. Continue to work with Oil and Gas operators to find solutions that are helpful during the COVID-19 epidemic.
   2. Delays in certain tax payments including severance tax.
   3. Delayed requirements for some certification and allowing electronic fillings at CDPHE
   4. AQCC has allowed some flexibility in reporting requirements
   5. Update on recommendations that have been completed from first set of recommendations and federal policy recommendations
   6. Updated on property tax discussion from Cary Kennedy
   7. Update from state legislators on state budget and further action
   8. Discussion on property tax buy-out and the rate that a taxpayer would gain in interest.

3. Action Items:
   1. Follow up on potential change in EPA rulings
   2. Continue to think of additional recommendations
   3. Continue to work on property tax issues with the state.